
Контрольные задания. 2 четверть. 

УМК «Enjoy English» 9 класс. 

(Биболетова М.З., Бабушис Е.Е. и др.) 

 

Exercise 1. Complete the sentences with the words: 

 

envies, ignore, supports, appreciate, find a compromise. 

 

1. My friend always … me in difficult situations. 

2. If we don’t agree with each other, we can …. 

2. Kate always … her classmates when they are more successful.  

4. I … your advice. 

3. If you don’t want to hear their advice, just … it. 

 

Exercise 2.Choose the correct form. 

 

1. They will leave/ They are leaving for Moscow tonight. They have already 

bought tickets. 

2. I think I will visit/ I am visiting my friend this week if I have free time. 

3. I hope our team will win/ our team is winning this game. 

4. On Sunday we will go/ we are going to the Zoo. My father has bought tickets. 

5. I am sure I will pass/ am passing my exams perfectly. 

 

Exercise 3. Fill in: out, for, up. 

 

1. We worked _____ a plan for our trip. 2. I have to get _____ early in the 

morning. 3. Mike works _____ a big company. 4. You must give _____ smoking, 

it’s a bad habit. 5. Get _____ of my room! 

 

Exercise 4. Complete the sentences.  

 

looks like, feel like doing something, somebody’s likings, are alike, homelike 

 

1. This restaurant is rather … The atmosphere is quiet. 2. I … … my father. 3. We 

… very much …. 4. They … … reading now. 5. The coffee was just to his …. 

 

Exercise 5. Read the text and do the task. 

 

Lord Byron was an aristocrat and a fashionable man. His personality 

attracted Britain and all Europe. He brought to his poetry romanticism of his times. 

He was talented and handsome, noble and brave. George Gordon Byron was born 

on January 22nd 1788. He spent his early years outside the capital. He lived in the 

north. Later his mother took him to Aberdeen. There they lived for several years. 

George went to Aberdeen Grammar School and there is a monument to him 



outside the school. Later he studied at Harrow School and Cambridge University. 

When Byron was 19, he came to London. One day the poet wrote, «I woke up and 

found myself famous». It happened after the publication of his autobiographic 

poem «Childe Harold» in 1812. In summer of 1816 Byron left Britain forever. He 

travelled around Europe and soon he became a member of the Greek liberation 

movement, for which he died. But he did not lead the Greeks in battle as he 

wished. He died of fever. 

 

Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. George Gordon Byron was _____. 

a). a famous English poet; 

b). an English dramatist; 

c). an actor; 

d). an alchemist. 

 

2. When Byron was a boy, he lived _____. 

a). in London; 

b). in Aberdeen; 

c). in Liverpool; 

d). in Sheffield 

 

3. Byron studied _____. 

a). at Aberdeen Grammar School; 

b). at Oxford University; 

c). at Harrow School; 

d). at Aberdeen Grammar School, Harrow School and Cambridge University. 

 

4. The text is about _____. 

a). a famous English poet; 

b). an English dramatist; 

c). a famous University; 

d). a famous book. 

 

5. George Gordon Byron died _____. 

a). in battle; 

b). of fever; 

c). of tuberculosis; 

d). of flu. 


